The Future of Jury Research: Targeted, Analytic Case Studies… Online
Compared to traditional in-person focus groups—which will always be critical for refining your
presentation, discussing the case with live jurors, and doing a final “dress rehearsal” before trial—the
Targeted Case Study is the most cost-effective way to run your case by large samples of mock jurors.
And while we’re gathering feedback and reactions to your case, we now have the power to harness
analytics to pinpoint the best and worst jurors for your case, the key voir dire tips you need to know to
identify and strike your worst jurors, and the real reasons driving your jurors’ decisions (why some
jurors are for you and others against you).
What jurors see: your panel of 50-200+ mock jurors will review summaries of the case facts, the
conflicting contentions, your arguments and the opposing side’s arguments, and can be shown
important photos, documents, demonstrative exhibits, and even video clips of key depositions.
Following their review of the case and security questions to validate their attention, each juror fills out
an in-depth verdict form on liability, causation, damages, their reasons for their verdicts, and reactions
to the key issues in the case.
What you get back: more than just a summary of their verdicts and their feedback. Charts of how
they voted are helpful, but don’t go nearly deep enough to help you do even better in trial.
On top of the summary, you’ll get back a comprehensive statistical analysis with analytics you can use
to write your voir dire, for jury selection, and to focus on the issues that matter the most. The
following pages include samples of the analytics report you can expect to receive in an Analytic Case
Study.
Pricing for Analytic Case Studies:
Pricing may vary based on the number of mock juror respondents you’d like to hear from, the
complexity of the case, and the quantity of information you’d like included in the study… but 95% of
online focus groups will easily fit within the following budgets:
Attorney-provided summary with 50 mock jurors = $8,895
Supplementing to 100 mock jurors, the cost would be $12,985
Consultant-developed summary with 50 mock jurors = $11,505
Supplementing to 100 mock jurors, the cost would be $15,595
Adding consultant-tailored jury selection questions to your case study = additional $1,890
GETTING STARTED
The first step is to develop a case study plan, including timing: from approval to results generally
takes around 10 business days. Make sure to get in touch any time at harry@yournextjury.com or at
(626) 975-4457 with any questions.

What your Pinpoint Report will include:
Section 1: The Results
- A summary of your mock jurors’ verdict and damages
- A summary of their reactions to the case issues
- The full report on each jurors’ feedback and responses to questions
Section 2: Jury Selection Analytics
- Statistical profiles of your best and worst jurors
- The voir dire questions that best uncover good and bad verdicts
- The reasons why some groups of jurors were better or worse for you
Section 3: “The Real Reasons for Verdicts” Analytics
- The statistical results of which issues/themes mattered most
- A list of the case issues that didn’t matter at all to your success
- An analysis of the “most powerful reactions” that drove big verdicts
- … and also the “most dangerous beliefs” that drove defense verdicts

The following pages contain some examples

PINPOINT Case Study LA297.1

SurveyMonkey

Q1 Negligence is the failure to use reasonable care to prevent harm to
others. A company is negligent if its employee does something that a
reasonably careful employee would not do in the same situation or fails to
do something that a reasonably careful employee would do in the same
situation. You must decide how a reasonably careful employer would have
acted in this situation.Do you think WalMart's driver was negligent in the
operation of the forklift?
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SurveyMonkey

Q2 If you find both WalMart and the plaintiff were at-fault, how would you
SPLIT the responsibility for this injury among them?
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Q3 The law allows injured people to recover compensation for their
physical pain, mental suffering, physical impairment, disfigurement, loss of
enjoyment of life, grief, anxiety, and emotional distress. The jury gets to
decide the value of the harm to someone's quality of life.
What amount of money would you award Mr. Bishop for these harms and
losses? This must be a specific NUMBER.
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Q4 Which of these statements do you agree with MOST?
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To me, forklifts are so loud that anyone paying attention will notice and avoid them
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To me, the warehouse was already so busy and loud that it was hard for Mr. Bishop to see or hear the forklift coming
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SurveyMonkey

Q5 Which of these statements do you agree with MOST?
Answered: 50
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To me, companies should NEVER operate forklifts around customers, only in employee-only areas
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To me, customers should EXPECT a warehouse to be dangerous and have hazards like forklifts around
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Q6 Which of these statements do you agree with MOST?
Answered: 50

Skipped: 0
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It seems like WalMart didn't do a good enough job of training this forklift driver on safety rules
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To me, I think the forklift driver followed all the safety rules, this was just an unlucky accident
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Jury Selection Analysis: your WORST jurors
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Jurors who identify with truck drivers
Jurors who identify with companies
Jurors who don’t “panic” in emergencies
Jurors who believe most drivers are alert and responsible
Jurors who require higher burdens of proof
Jurors who have reacted quickly to a driving emergency
Jurors with children
Female jurors were worse than male jurors

Jury Selection Analysis: your BEST jurors
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Jurors who have panicked or frozen-up in a split-second emergency
Jurors who have received emergency training
Jurors who have lost control of a vehicle
Jurors who have seen strict workplace safety rules
Jurors who think truck drivers get pressured to drive long hours
Jurors who lost consciousness for medical reasons

#1. Do you know a professional driver?

YES

NO
8.4%
defense

86.9%
defense

Average verdict
$323,000

versus

$12.6 million

#2. Have you ever panicked or frozen up for a second
or two in the middle of a split-second emergency?

YES

NO
93.2%
defense

80.8%
plaintiff

Average verdict
$9.8 million

versus

$732,000

Why were female jurors worse than men?
“The driver was pressured to get his trailer back to
Sacramento on time, even if he felt sick”

men
93%
agreed!

women
62%
disagreed

Jury Selection Analysis: key voir dire topics
1. Jurors who identify with truck drivers
-

“Do you have any close friends or family that have had a job driving for a
living?” (YES = 86.9% likely to give a defense verdict)
“Do you think people who drive big vehicles like trucks, semis, or buses
should drive more carefully than passenger car drivers?” (NO = 89.7% likely
to give a defense verdict)

2. Jurors who identify with companies
-

-

“Do you think corporations get unfairly sued all the time these days just
because they have ‘deep pockets’?” (YES = 95% likely to give a defense
verdict)
“Have you ever owned or run your own business, with employees?” (YES =
93.4% likely to give a defense verdict)
“Do you feel like any law that makes companies responsible for their
employees’ on-the-job mistakes seems unfair?” (YES = 80% likely to give a
defense verdict)

3. Jurors who don’t “panic” in emergencies
-

“Have you ever panicked or frozen up for a second or two in the middle of a
split-second emergency?” (NO = 93.2% likely to give a defense verdict)
“Does it seem fair or unfair to blame doctors for making a bad medical
decision in a split-second, emergency situation? (UNFAIR = 82.1% likely to
give a defense verdict)

4. Jurors who believe most drivers are alert and responsible
-

-

“Do you feel like it’s common or rare for drivers to take their eyes off the
highway for a few seconds to pick something up off their seat or floor?”
(RARE =75% likely to give a defense verdict)
“Do you feel like it’s common or rare for drivers to sometimes fall asleep for a
few moments in the middle of a long freeway drive?” (RARE =63% likely to
give a defense verdict)

Verdict Analysis: the keys to winning liability
#1. “A young truck driver could have easily panicked
and frozen up for a few seconds because he was
worried about jack-knifing or flipping over, which
could explain him not braking or swerving.”
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Average verdict
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$0

#2. “If the driver was awake and alive when he
drove off the road into the median, he could have
easily steered back into his lane in a second or two.”
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Verdict Analysis: the most DANGEROUS beliefs
Here are the case-specific reactions that kill your case, so your #1 priority in
trial will be to convince jurors to reject these ways of thinking:
1.

“It’s very possible that Tim could have accidentally drifted out of his lane in just a
couple of seconds, then panicked and frozen up for a few seconds when he was on the
gravel median because he was worried about jack-knifing or flipping his truck over”

100% of the mock jurors who disagreed gave defense verdicts.
2.

“If Tim was feeling lousy or sick when he switched trailers in Modesto, he should have
rested up until he felt better”

100% of the mock jurors who disagreed gave defense verdicts.
3.

“If I ignore the medical evidence, common sense tells me that Tim must have had a heart
attack or stroke”

88% of the mock jurors who agreed gave defense verdicts.
4.

“It sounds like the coroner says he had no problem doing an autopsy and found no
evidence of Tim having a heart attack, stroke, or any sudden medical problem”

80% of the mock jurors who disagreed gave defense verdicts.

